INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT NOTE: The textured surface MUST face up and the smooth
surface must face the INSIDE of the gutter for SlimGuard to perform properly.
STRAIGHT RUN INSTALLATION
1. Install support strut by putting
strut into bottom, rear corner of
gutter and bend the strut to tuck
under the lip of the gutter.
Install one support strut near
the center of each three foot
section.

2. Place a section of SlimGuard
into the gutter and slide down to
the bottom, rear of gutter corner
behind the support strut.

3. Fold the SlimGuard over the
support strut and tuck under the
front lip of the gutter. The textured
surface should be on top.
When installing
sections next to
each other,
overlap each
section by
one inch.

SUPPORT STRUT

HIDDEN HANGERS OR
SPIKE AND FERRULE
INSTALLATION
Cut a notch for hidden hangers or
spike and ferrule
gutter installation.
Slim Guard goes
OVER the gutter
hanging system.

END CAP INSTALLATION
1. When approaching an end cap,
cut the SlimGuard to form a tab with
angled sides.

2. Fold the tab down and tuck
into the end cap of the gutter.

TAB

Spike and Ferrule
Installation.
Cut a small “V”
notch in the
leading edge to
install SlimGuard
around ferrule
and under the lip
of the gutter.

TAB

IMPORTANT NOTE: Make sure tab is long enough to
go down into the gutter without popping out.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The textured surface MUST face up and the smooth
surface must face the INSIDE of the gutter for SlimGuard to perform properly.
INSIDE CORNER INSTALLATION
1. Install two support struts in the inside
corner as close to the corner as possible.

2. Install first section of SlimGuard so
that it reaches the back wall of the
adjacent gutter.

SUPPORT STRUTS

4. Fold the SlimGuard over the installed section while
inserting the flap along the back wall of
the gutter. Once the bottom edge of
the flap reaches the bottom of the
gutter, tuck the leading edge of
SlimGuard under the front lip
of the gutter.

OUTSIDE CORNER INSTALLATION
1a. Cut a notch for hidden hangers or
spike and ferrule gutter installation.
SlimGuard goes OVER the gutter hanging
system. Cut out a section of SlimGuard
to allow water to flow around the outside
corner. This cut creates a tab that will
cover the gutter.
1b. Install the cut section of SlimGuard
down the back of the gutter all the way
to the bottom.

3. Cut out a section of SlimGuard to create
a tab that will install over the section that
was just
installed.
The tab
should go
down the
back wall
and reach the
FLAP
bottom of
the gutter.
TAB

5. The completed inside corner installation should
resemble the illustration below. There will be two layers
of SlimGuard over the two support struts installed into
the corner in step 1.

2. Fold SlimGuard to allow tucking the leading
edge under the lip of the gutter. The tab that
was created after the cut will tuck under the
lip of both sections of the outside corner.

3a. For the opposing section of the outside
corner, cut a similar notch and tab to
those in step 1a so that this section of
SlimGuard overlaps the outside corner
section already installed.
3b. Slide this section of SlimGuard down
the back of the gutter all the way to
the bottom.

TAB
4. Fold SlimGuard and tuck the leading edge
under the lip of the gutter. The tab that was
created after the cut will overlap the section
already installed and will tuck under the lip
of both sections of the outside corner.

TAB

